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As an integral part of the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE)


which is sponsored by the Department of Agriculture (USDA), the National


Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the National Aeronautics


and Space Administration (NASA), continued building of daily and monthly


data bases to test various advanced wheat yield models is an active objec­

tive and goal. The eople's Republic of China (PRC) is one of the largest


agricultural countries in the world. Winter and spring wheat is one of its


major crops; therefore, a knowledge of China's crop production is very


important to the LACIEProject. The China data base consists of meteorolo­

gical information in the form of daily precipitation and maximum and mini­

mum temperatures and their monthly totals and averages, respectively, for


about 95 weather stations covering the entire winter and spring wheat produc­

tion area of China over the period 1965 through 1975. The daily and


monthly meteorological information was built up from synoptic (4 or 8 times


daily) weather observations available on magnetic tape from the National


Climatic Center (N.C.C.) in Asheville, North Carolina.


There are three major sets of computer algorithms for building the


China data base, that is: 1) the least squares interpolation; 2) modified


version of the max-min program; and 3) the AOV procedure.


The least squares interpolation algorithm is used to generate input


variables; the modified version of the max-min program is used to generate


daily and monthly precipitation and max-min temperatures; the analysis of


variance algorithm is used to carry out a simple statistical hypothesis


test on the digital estimated data. The China data base is considered


complete and unique. It may be the only one of this kind of meteorolo­






















"As-Built" Design Specification for Historical Daily Data Bases











CHINA SYNOPTIC DATA SOURCE 
A total of 32 tapes were obtained by the Center for Climatic and 
Environmental Assessment (CCEA) from the National Climatic Center (NCC) 
in 	 Asheville, North Carolina, covering World Meteorological Organization
 

(WMO) blocks, 53, 54, 57 and 58 in China for the years 1965 through 1975. 
-Data 
 were contained in 3 tapes per year except for 1968 which has only


12 tapes. These tapes, containing synoptic data (i.e., 4-8 observations


per day) for all reporting weather stations within these blocks, are


recorded in NCC deck format 9685.


CHINA DATA BASE DESIGN
 

A total of 95 WMO weather stations providing uniform coverage of the


entire winter and spring 'heat production area of China (see map on


page 3.3), was selected on the basis of relative reliability and con­

sistency of record. Daily precipitation and max-mnn temperatures are the


major meteorological variables generated for the 95 representative wea­

ther stations covering the entire winter and spring wheat production area


of China over the period from 1965 to 1975. Daily data were stored in the
 










1 - 6 Station number


7 - 8 Year


9 - 10 Month


11 - 12 Day 
13 Blank 
14 - 16 Daily Maximum temperature* 
17 - 19 Daily Minimum temperature* 
20 - 22 Blank 
23 - 26 Precipitation ** 
* 	 Temperatures are in whole degrees Fahrenheit with a leading minus 
sign if negative; missing temperature observations are denoted by 999. 
** 	 Precipitation is in hundredths of inches with no decimal points; 
missing precipitation is indicated by 9999. The above format is known 




Monthly data were generated by a separate computer program; output is














4. Monthly average maximum temperature


5. Monthly average minimum temperature


6. Monthly total precipitation


7. Total number of observations


8. Number of missing observations


9. Total annual precipitation


This section describes the system software, Appendices A, B, and
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All computer algorithms described in this document were written in


standard FORTRAN language and will operate on any IMB 360/370 system


with FORTRAN compiler and wity 1600 BPI magnetic drive. They will also


operate on mini-computer systems such as PDP 11/50 with FORTRAN compiler
 







3.2.1 THE DERIVATION OF INPUT VARIABLES
 

The least squares interpolation computer algorithm was designed to


generate a complete set of monthly temperature ranges. The monthly


average daily temperature ranges for each weather station are needed as


input variables to the max-min program to generate the daily maximum
 

and minimum temperatures for each month. The program consists of one
 

main program and seven subroutines i.e., SUM, COR, LSTSQ, MEQSOL, GRAPH,
 

STANDV AND MULTR, and one IBM built-in library routine, PLTSCT, which is


used to plot the scatter diagram for the input data; the above subroutines








This subroutine is used to calculate the total of input observations such






This subroutine is used to calculate the correlation coefficient (r) of
 

the input data, the correlation coefficient is used as a criterion to


determine whether a straight line or a 2nd degree curve fits a given set


of data; that is, if IrI> 0.7, a straight line should be fitted;









This subroutine is used to determine the best fitting equation by


establishing the proper matrix equation AX = B








A=(. It)(C) (XB) 
where Ci are the coefficients of the least squares equation. For


higher order least squares polynomials, the elements of different






This subroutine is used to solve the matrix equation AX = B which has 
been determined by the subroutine LSTSQ. ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
SUBROUTINE GRAPH 




This subroutine is used to calculate the multiple correlation


coefficient (RMULT) which serves as the criterion to determine if a 2nd






This subroutine is used to calculate the standard deviation of a given


set of data points; this subroutine is needed in the subroutine MULTR.


3.2.2. THE COMPUTATION ALGORITHMS


There are two major computer algorithms for building the China data


bases. One for generating the daily data and the other for generating








The computer program for daily data is a modified version of the max-min


program which is basic to the non-linear statistical model developed by a


research team at Kansas State University led by Dr. Arlin Feyerherm,


Professor of Statistics. Complete information about the max-min program


can be found in the "As-Built Design Specification for Historical Daily


Data Bases for Testing Advanced Models", prepared by Buddy H. Jeun and K.


Williams and published by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration


(NASA), Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 77058, April 1977.


In generating daily precipitation for the PRC, the precipitation amounts
 

reported at synoptic hours 0600, D900, 1200, and 1800 (GMT) were totaled.


(When a similar application was carried out for the USSR only 0600 and 1800


(GMT) observations were summed). The reporting conventions differ region­

to-region and must be verified locally by summing the data by day, month,


and year. The computer algorithm that generates the monthly meteorological


data, i.e., average maximum and minimum temperature and total precipitation


consists of one main routine and five subroutines, which are SORTMD, DMEAN,


TOTAL, ANP and PBAR, and one built-in function, i.e., EXTERNAL SIGN,


which is used to distinguish if the observation is blank or zero, since


blank denotes a missing observation for maximum and minimum temperatures








This subroutine is used to sort the daily observations by month; in


doing so, for every station, the maximum and minimum of temperatures and








This subroutine is used to calculate the average maximum and minimum


temperatures for'each month. At the same time, it also keeps track of the


number of missing temperatures by the argument ICOUNT and KOUNT. In this


subroutine, ICOUNT represents the number of missing observations for the


maximum temperature and KOUNT represents the number of missing observations









This subroutine is used to calculate the sum of a given set of observations. 
Input arguments are N, Do and output arguments are SUM and KNT, where N is the 
number of observations. D is an array of N observations. SUM is the total 




This subroutine is used to calculate the monthly total of precipitation to


each station. Input argument PC is an array of N observations of pre­





This subroutine is used to calculate the annual precipitation to each weather


station. Input arguments are STATN, YEAR, N and VP; output arguments are BP 
and the missing observations are represented by ICOUNT.


ORIG]AL PAGE 133.2.3. THE EVALUATION OF OUTPUT VALIDITY Op POOR QUALITY 
The analysis of variance.


This analysis of variance computer algorithm was designed to test the


reliability of the monthly data derived from the modified version of the
 

max-min program. A few weather stations were selected for a study comparing


the estimated means with PRC published means obtained from the USAF through


the National Climatic Center at Asheville, North Carolina and other reliable


records from the Hong Kong Royal Observatory and Chinese educational institu­

tions obtained through personal correspondence. The six stations for which


comparative monthly temperature data are available are shown on the map on


page 3-9. They are confined to the more humid eastern portions of China but


they do give a good temperature range north-south across the major wheat­

3producing area. The tables and graphs (page3-10 through - 2 1)include individual 






max-min values alongside the most reliable check data (PUB) available. 
Whether the check data are true internal published amounts or "usually 
reliable" figures is not known. An analysis of variance (page 3-22 
through 3-24) indicates that the estimated mean monthly temperatures are 
not significantly different from the available check data. The null hypo­

thesis of the analysis of variance is tenable.


For precipitation, only four stations were supplied for comparison (pages


3-25 through 3-29). The WMO station numbers are the same as in daily


source tapes but it is suspected the pairs of records compared may come


from different, but proximate, rain gauges. Nevertheless, the monthly








SELECTED 1*10 $ETHER STATIONS 








1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
MONTH EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB 
JAN -0.38 -0.1 -0.63 0.3 -2.70 -1.1 -3.27 -1.3 -4.66 -3.4 -3.86 -1.81 
FEB 2.70 2.7 3.56 4.2 -0.18 0.4 -3.16 -1.3 -4.86 -3.2 0.35 2.71 
MAR 8.20 7.8 6.54 7.6 7.25 8.6 7.43 9.4 3.37 5.2 3.21 5.2' 
APR 11.88 12.7 13.84 15.1 14.50 16.1 14.84 16.7 11.81 14.0 13.04 15.1 
MAY 22.48 22.9 21.88 22.7 23.58 25.5 21.29 22.3 19.68 21.4 19.42 21.5 
JUN 26.00 27.1 24.50 26.4 25.60 27.3 26.83 28.4 23.76 26.0 22.80 24.8 
JUL 27.23 27.7 27.15 27.8 27.48 27.8 25.56 28.7 25.60 27.5 24.82 26.4 
AUG 24.89 25.5 27.15 28.1 27.48 28.1 25.56 26.5 25.60 26.9 24.82 
25.9 
SEP 23.50 23.3 19.47 20.6 18.98 20.2 21.46 22.8 19.92 21.2 19.42 
21.2 
OCT 20.12 17.6 14.79 15.9 14.66 16.2 12.69 14.2 14.58 16.4 14.31 16.3 
NOV 9.14 9.0 8.33 9.4 4.46 6.1 7.27 8.8 4.84 6.7 5.50 7.2 
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1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
MONTH EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB 
JAN -5.60 -4.7 -6.20 -4.5 -6.80 -5.2 -5.16 -5.8 -8.90 -7.1 -7.35 -6.0' 
FEB -2.96 -2.3 -3.58 -1.6 -4.95 -4.0 -5.46 -6.6 '-9.28 -7.4 -4.17 -2.1 
MAR 1.76 2.3 -0.33 1.2 1.52 3.4 4.29 3.1 -1.82 -0.2 -2.68 -0.8 
APR 7.03 7.7 5.87 7.9 7.00 9.0 10.81 9.8 6.35 8.4 7.93 9.7; 
MAY 14.83 15.7 14.26 15.9 14.29 16.6 15.10 j14.0 13.02 15.0 14.31 16.51 
JUN 19.76 20.1 17.48 18.0 17.40 19.4 20.34 19.2 17.44 19.2 16.25 18.3. 
JUL 22.00 23.1 21.71 22.6 21.90 23.5 22.26 123.4 21.37 22.5 20.67 21.61 
AUG 22.13 22.6 23.34 24.6 24.00 25.3 22.60 24.1 22.34 24.0 22.33 23.81 
'SEP 20.69 20.7 17.27 18.5 17.11 18.7 19.50 20.7 18.75 19.8 18.50 20.1 
OCT 16.19 15.5 13.23 14.2 13.36 14.7 10.68 12.3 11.83 14.0 13.03 (14.3j 
NOV 5.53 6.0 5.47 6.9 2.38 3.9 5.72 7.1 3.70 4.8 4.22 5 91 
DEC -2.77 -2.1 -5.50 -4.0 1-6.80 -5.4 -1.65 0.4 -3.71 -1.9 -2.25 1-0.6: 
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1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
MONTH EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB 
GAN 3.41 3.8 2.36 2.9 0.96 1.4 0.35 1.5 -0.15 1.3 -0.68 0.8 
FEB 4.37 5.1 4.90 5.9 2.88 3.8 0.76 1.8 -1.56 0.3 4.02 5.2 
MAR 7.58 7.9 8.81 9.7 8.04 8.8 8.73 9.7 5.57 7.1 4.60 5.9 
APR 12.10 12.7 13.84 14.6 13.33 14.5 16.00 15.1 13.69 14.6 12.89 14.0 
MAY 20.31 20.9 18.61 19.8 20.04 20.7 20.78 19.8 20.10 21.3 18.63 20.0 
JUN 23.41 23.6 23.51 24.8 25.51 26.0 25.67 24.9 22.10 23.7 22.01 23.3 
JUL 27.99 28.4 27.86 28.9 27.36 28.2 27.20 26.8 25.12 26.6 26.55 27.2 
AUG 25.26 25.9 28.56 29.6 29.49 30.5 26.43 27.4 26.98 28.4 27.39 28.2 
SEP 21.52 22.0 19.96 21.1 21.73 23.0 21.98 23.1 22.96 24.1 21.39 22.6 
OCT 16.91 17.0 15.76 17.0 14.95 16.4 14.55 15.4 16.21 17.1 16.15 17.4 
NOV 11.31 11.9 9.18 10.4 8.31 9.8 1.22 11.9 6.79 8.3 8.86 10.0 
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1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970


MONTH EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST iPUB EST PUB


-JAN -15.49 -15.9 -16.87 -16.9 -14.27 -14.4 -18.43 -17.8 -17.72 -17.8 -20.73 -20.51 
FEB -13.61 -14.0 -10.24 -9.8 -10.92 -11.2 -16.43 -16.4 -15.95 -15.8 -14.20 -13.4, 
MAR -4.25 -4.5 -5.22 -4.8 -1.72 -1.3 -2.00 -1.8 -4.36 -4.7 -8.15 -8.11 
APR I 5.22 4.7 6.26 6.0 7.48 7.6 10.15 9.5 6.37 6.0 8.10 7.9' 
MAY 15.29 14.9 15.7840 16.1 17.6801 17.4 15.11 15.3' 12.93911' 13.3 15.66 15.9' 
JUN 21.51 21.3 20.40 20.3 19.00 19.111 18.91 18.02 17.9 22.39 21.9 
JUL 22.88 22.3 22.521 22.4 23.24 22 .9j 24.36 23.71 22.75 22.6 22.13 21.71 
AUG 20.83 20.4 21.4221.5 23.25: 23.4! 21.01 21.21 20.61 20.5 22.28 22.1 
SEP 16.25 15.2 13.94, 13.8 15.90 15.2' 15.07, 14.9 14 44 14.4 15.06 15.2' 
OCT 8.28 7.9 8.38 8.7 9.27 8.7' 6.12' 6.2 6.651 7.1 7.22 7.5 
NOV -4.30 -4.1 -4.08 -3.2 -6.73 -6.1,-3.98 1 -3.3: -6.931 -6.6 -2.72 -2.4 
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1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
MONTH EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST IPUB 
JAN -7.06 -4.9 -6.50 -5.7 -6.08 -4.8 -6.96 -5.6 -8.22 -6.4 -7.04 -5.6: 
FEB -1.41 -1.7 -2.43 -2.5 -4.79 -3.3 -6.37 -4.9 -7.15 -5.1 -4.03 -2.0' 
MAR 4.50 4.4 1.70 3.4 3.63 4.8 4.38 5.7 -0.15 2.1 -0.10 2.0 
APR 10.65 10.9 10.51 12.6 10.45 12.8 12.11 14.2 10.34 12.9 11.31 13.6 
MAY 20.35 20.8 17.79 19.7 20.63 22.1 17.61 20.3 j16.96 19.3 16.59 19.7 
JUN 23.98 24.6 22.28 23.8 21.16 23.7 23.06 25.5 120.92 23.3 20.12 22.8 
JUL 25.87 26.9 24.02 25.6 23.63 25.3 25.47 26.9 23.13 24.6 23.16 ,24.8 
AUG 24.19 24.8 23.94 25.0 23.72 25.1 22.68 24.2 '22.12 24.2 22.51 '27.8 
SEP 20.83 20.2 17.35 18.7 16.67 18.3 17.99 19.7 117.56 19.6 17.69 !18.9 
OCT 16.20 14.1 11.42 12.8 11.44 13.0 9.83 11.2 10.19 12.3 11.31 13.0 
NOV 5.42 4.6 2.50 3.7 0.49 2.0 2.86 3.9 1.38 2.8 1.39 3.0 












1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
MONTH EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB 
JAN 4.56 5.1 3.62 4.3 1.42 2.0 1.85 2.8 2.10 3.6 0.81 2.0 
FEB 4.98 5.7 5.55 6.6 3.50 4.0 0.34 1.8, 0.93 2.6 4.80 6.0 
MAR 7.34 7.7 9.25 10.2 8.08 8.7 7.94 8.8 5.37 6.8 4.87 6.0 
APR 11.10 12.2 13.36 13.8 12.88 13.6 14.11 13.7 12.91 14.2 11.67 13.1 
MAY 19.06 19.5 17.64 19.0 18.18 19.3 18.98 18.7 18.55 19.6 17.70 18.7 
JUN 21.29 22.2 22.49 23.6 23.91 24.3 22.90 22.6 21.31 22.5 21.19 22.1 
JUL 127.28 28.1 26.09 27.1 27.03 28.0 27.07 26.7 25.68 26.7 26.73 27.1 
AUG 126.46 26.9 27.44 28.6 28.53 29.5 26.37 27,.5 27.10 28.0 26.89 28.1 
SEP i 21.96 22.7 21.10 22.3 23.14 24.0 22.57 23.7 23.96 25.0 23.85 24.7 
OCT 18.09 18.0 16.66 18.1 17.10 18.4 16.08 17.4 16.42 18.0 17.55 18.5 
NOV 13.31 13.9 11.13 12.6 11.04 12.5 12.19 13.3 9.26 10.3 11.22 11.8 
DEC 4.26 4.9 5.19 6.1 -0.04 1.0 7.88 9.5 3.93 4.9 5.87 6.9 
ORIGINAL PAGE rn 
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LOCKHEED U.S.AIR FORCE HONG KONG ROYAL 

-- 21.80 23.3 25.00;o 

26.6735.18 27.8b3h.14 25.0003e. O000 
;C 45,60 45986 4,000 
58.69 60.26 59.000 







69.24 69.24 69.000 
61.15 59.90 58.000 
41.95 42.AU 43.000 
SUM= 1815.79 27.00SUM$Q= 103413.06 28.00 30.000 
SUM OF GROUP( 1) IS 597.95 

SUM OF GROUP( 2) IS 607.84 

SUM OF GROP( 3) IS 610.00 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

DEGREE OF SUM OF 

SOURCE OF VARIATION FREEDOM SQUARE MEAN SQUARE F RATIO 

-
HETWEEN GROUP 2 6.938 3.469 
WITHIN GROUPS 33 11820.375 358.193 0.010 
TOTAL 35 11827.313 







































SUM= 1909.19 SUMSQ= 
SUM OF GROJP( 1) Is 
SUM OF GROJP( 2) IS 























































SOURCE OF VARIATION FREEDOM SQUARE 

BETWEEN GROUP 2 0.125 

WITHIN GROUPS 33 14776.313 

TOTAL 35 14776.438 

)EGREE OF SUM OF 








1967 1968 1969 1970 
PEKING CHI-NAN TA-LIEN NANKING 
#54511 #54823 #54662 #58238 
MONTH EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB EST PUB 
JAN 2-.0 2.8 5.8 7.3 0.0 0.7 15.7 9.3 
FEB 1.7 2.4 1.7 1.5 5.3 3.4 66.0 84.1 
MAR 10.6 7.7 5.8 3.4 27.1 16.0 50.8 66.6 
'APR 29.7 26.8 41.4 45.1 80.2 70.3 115.8 120.0 
MAY 30.2 17.4 19.3 22.1 42.4 32.0 132.0 155.5 
JUN '104.6 129.7 10.4 10.0 26.1 51.4 87.1 91.5 
JUL 149.1 173.5 34.5 27.9 105.4 87.8 176.2 218.2 
AUG :177.1 1180.4 25.1 61.3 101.1 1137.0 198.8 155.2 
SEP 27.4 26.0 8.8 10.2 15.7 38.7 119.3 154.7 
OCT 37.8 19.7 64.5 68.9 10.4 7.9 74.4 71.1 
NOV 7.5 7,.0 37.5 37.5 15.4 32.1 12.9 1 13.7 
I 
DEC 0.0 0.0 40.6 25.5 5.6 4.6 26.4 14.7 
ANNUAL (mm) 577.7 593.4 295.4 320.7 '434.7 481.9 1075.4 1154.6 
TOTAL (in) 22.7 23.3 11.6 12.6 17.1 I 18.0 r 42.0 45.0 
3-25 
TEmu 
NA -- ,-0A 
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4.1 LEAST SQUARES INTERPOLATION


This program was designed to work on more than one data set which is


denoted by a parameter NS.


Each data set contains XP and YP up to 100 observations as input data;
 

in each card, punch XP in columns 2-6 and YP in columns 7-11, with one


decimal point at column 5 and column 10 for XP and YP; respectively.














//SS EXEC FCALCMGO, PARM.FORM = 'MAP'


//FORT*SYSIN DD * 
SOURCE PROGRAM OF LEAST SQUARES INTERPOLATION
 

//GO.SYSIN DD * o @ XDATA CARDSOi 
4.2 THE MODIFIED MAX-MIN PROGRA14


The daily estimates of maximum and minimum air temperatures and the sum


of precipitation measurements reported each day are obtained according


to procedures described in "As-Built Design Specifications for Historical


Daily Data Bases for Testing Advanced Models", AD 63-1347-4963-08








4.3 THE MONTHLY DATA BASES ALGORITHM


This program needs no input data from cards; all its input variables


are read in from the magnetic tape.


Daily data are stored in tapes by years, each file contains one year's


daily data, each of 85-95 stations.








/* SETUP TAPE = 1








SOURCE PROGRAM OF THE MONTHLY DATA BASES ALGORITHM 
//LKED.SYSIN DD * 
INCLUDE BMDSUB (BMDn992) 
//LKED-BMDSUB DD DSN=SYS2.BMDLOAD, DISP = SHR 
//GO.FT 09F001 DD DSN=CH68A,


// UNIT=TAPE, VOL =(, RETAIN, SER = X06121),














// UNIT = TAPE, VOL= SER = X06121,




















4.4 THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ALGORITHM


Twelve input cards (one for each month) are required for running the


program. Each card contains three estimates of the monthly mean tempera­

ture based on the KSU algorithm output, the "published" values obtained 
through NCC from ETAC for years available and period of record means








Columns 1-5 contains KSU estimates


" 7-11 " ETAC record


13-18 " period of record means


and each field contains two digits, i.e., one decimal point punched in


columns 3, 9, and 15, for KSU, ETAC and period of record means.
 













SOURCE PROGRAM OF AOV ALGORITHM 












The contribution of the University of Missouri-Columbia, in furnishing 
computer time for the derivation of these data bases is gratefully 
acknowledged. Without the cooperation of Dr. Wayne L. Decker, Chairman 
of the Department of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Missouri-Columbia, 
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C IN THIS PROGRAMALL YOU HAVE TO 00 IS TO FIT A SET OF DATA


C, PTS TO THE COMPUTER.AND THE COMPUTER WILL RETURN A BEST FIT LEAST


C SO EQUATION FOR YOUR DATA PTSAND THAT RESULTING EQUATION IS


C INDEED THE BEST FIT IN THE STATISTICAL SENSE.








C THIS PROGRAM CONSISTING OF ONE MAIN PROGRAM AND SEVEN SUBROUTINE


C SUAPROGRAMSTHAT IS SUBROUTINE SUM.CORvLSTSQOMEOSOL9AND GRAPH


C AND STANDV. MULTR


C SUBROUTINE SUM IS USE TO FIND ALL SUMS FOR X AND Y


C SUBROUTINE COP IS USE TO FIND THE COR* COEFF


C SUBROUTINE LSTSQ IS USE TO FIND THE N DEG EOUAT13N


C SUBROUTINE MEOQSOL IS USE TO -SOLVE THE N*N SYSTEM OF EQUATION


C SUBROUTINE GRAPH IS USE TO OUTPUT THE DATA IN THE FORM OF A


C STRAIGHT LINE OR A CURVE


C SUBROUTINE STANDV IS USE TO CALCULATE THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF


C A GIVEN SET OF DATA PTS


C SUBROUTINE RMULT IS USE TO FIND THE MULTIPLE CORRALATION COEFF


C THE CRITERIA TO DETERMINE WHICH ONE IS THE BEST FIT IS ACCORDING


C TO THE VALUE OF THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFF






























C HEADING FOR INPUT DATA






















































FORTRAN IV G RELEASE 2.0 MAIN DATE = 77321 00/54/57 PAG 












77 FORMAT(//5OXoTHE COP. COEFF IS 
IF(ABS(R).LTO.7) GO TO 444 
R=IFS.2//) 









0038 33 FORMAT(//50X.'THE LINEAR 






0044 666 Y=AI+BI*X 
0045 WRITEC6,22)X*Y 
00460047 CALL GRAPH(Y)X=X+DALTAX 
0048 IF(X-XMAX)E66.666,317 
C FIND A HIGHER DEGREE EQUATION BY THE LEAST SO METHOD 
0049 444 NC=3 
0050 CALL PLTSCT(XP.YPXLYLNE,100.2, 
+ 36HLEAST SQ INTERPOLATION PLOT 
M.36HTHE MONTHS 
+.36HTHE MONTHLY TEMP RANGE 
+.) 
























C THE MULTIPLE R FOR 2ND DEGREE IS: 
0062 S2=ABS(RXY* 1+RXSQY4R2) 
0063 R2=SORT(S2*) 
0064 NC=4 




AFTER CALL THE 3RD DEGRE POLYNI 
0067 CALL STANDV(NEXCUBSDXCUB) 
0068 81=(C(2)*SDX)/SDY 
FORTRAN IV G1 RELEASE 2,0 MAIN DATE = 77321 00/54/57 PAG 
0069 82=(C(3)L)SDXSO)/SDY 
0070 83=(C4)ESDXCUB)/SDY 





IF(R2.GT.R3) GO TO 500 
0074 CALL PLTSCT(XPtYPXLoYL,NE,100.3, 
+ 36HLEAST SQ INTERPOLATION PLOT 
#.36HTHE MONTHS 
+.36HTHE MONTHLY TEMP RANGE 


















21 FORMAT(511945XmITHE GRAPH OF THE BEST FIT LEAST SO EQUATION IS;*/
+4X0X',SXY'o,28X,78(t.'). Y-AXI$I/ 





0088 201 Y=C(1)+C(2)*X+C(3)*X**24C(4)*X**3 
0089 CALL GRAPH(Y) 
1090 WRITCE(,22)XY 










319 FORMAT(5OX,Y='F72,0+ ,F72ZOX.+'F7.2,X**2*) 
0098 XMIN=00v 
0099 XMAX=26.0 e 
0100 DALTAX=f.0 
0101 X=XMIN 
















GO TO 690 





0114 IF(K.EO.NSI GO TO 690 
0115 K=K+l 





















C IN THIS SUBROUTINE SUM, THE INPUT 2ATA ARE NE,X.Y AND THE OUTPUT


C ARGUMENTS ARE SX.SYSXSQSYSO.SXYIA.L VALUES FOR THE SUMS ARE















































































TO FIT N GIVEN POINTS X(N).Y(N) BY A POLYNOMIAL O = 
M-1 DEGREE. SUM C(I)*X**(I-I) FOR TI TO I=M 
C(M) IS THE OUTPUT COEFF ARRAY 
NEEDS SUBROUTINE MEQSOL TO SOLVE FOR AC=B 
C 
0003 REAL X(100).Y(100) 










DO 7 J=IM' 
0010 A(IIJ)=O.O 

















































C THIS SUBROUTINE MEOSOL IS USE TO SOLVE THE MATRIX EQUATION AX=B OF


C NTN THIS PARTICULAR CASF,N IS 4,AND THE RESULT IS RETURNED TO


__C THE MAIN-PRGRAM BY THE LEBEL COMMON XC25).IF HI'GHER ORDER MATRIX




























































0022 6 A(IP,J) 0.0


S0023.---- - GO TO 8­









0027 ...... 9 CONTINUE











0031 - --.... 98 WRITE(6)



























FORTRAN IV GI"" RELEASE 2.0 MULTR DATE = 77321 0-0/54/57 PAGt 
0001 SUBROUTINE MULTR(NX.YRMULT) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE MULTR IS USE TO CALCULATE THF MULTIPLE 
C CORRELATION COEFF R AND DENOTED THAT BY THE OUTPUT PARAMETER 
C MULTR AND THE FOMULA IS R=SQRT(SUME OF R(I.Y4*B(J))t 
C WHERE B(J) IS THE STkNDARDIZE REGREESION COEFFAND THE 
UNSTANDARDIZE REGREESION COEFF IS R=SDCJ)/SD(Y)*BJ)... 









































FORTRAN IV G1 RELEASE 2.0 GRAPH DArE = 77321 00/54/57 PAGE 
0001 SUBROUTINE GRAPH(Y) 
0002 DIMENSION IP(,I) 
0003 DATA IASTR/**'/,IBLNK/= 
0004 J=ABS(Y) 
0005 IF(J-81)500.500,600 
0000 SO0 DO 333 1=1.81 
0007 IP(I)=IBLNK 
0008 333 CONTINUE 
0009 IPtJ)=IASTR 
0010 WRITE(651) IP 
0011 51 FORMAT(+',38X.'I.t8IA1) 
























FORTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.0 COP 6ATE = 77321 00/54/57 PAGt 






IN THIS SUBROUTINE CORTHFF INPUT ARGUMENTS ARE NE5SX.SY*SXSQtSYSO. 
SXY; AND THE OUPUT ARGUMENT IS R;THE COR. COEFF I5 RETURN TO THE 
































FORTRAN IV GI RELEASE 
0001 






















THIS SUBROUTINE IS USE TO CALCUIATE THE STANDARD DEVIATION















































LEAST SO INTERPOLATION PLOT














28. 180 I 
27.873 I 
27,567 1 
27.261 1 0 
26.955 __ I 
26 649 1 
26.343 1 
26.037 
-­29,731 .. 1 
25.424 I 
> 25.118 24.812 
1 
I 0 













20.527 T0 .++++++.++ 
+4++ -
++++++++ 0 
20.220 1 .+.. *++. 
19.914 I +++-­
19.608 ... 1 +++0 .+. 0 
Iq.302 I ++ 
18.996 1 .+++ ++ 
18.690 r +++ + 
18.384 -I++ 0 +6 
18.078 I 
17.771 1 
17.465 1 0 
17.159 1 0 
16.853 1 0 
16.547 10 0 0 0 
1.000 3.000 5.000 7,000 9.000 1I.OCO 13.000 IS.000 17.000 
THE MONTHS ( X 10** 0 P 
LEAST SO INTERPOLATION PLOT






































23.153 1  
22;949 I ­
22. 745 tO 0

























aQ,704 _ I +++ ++


20.500 I ++ +


20.296 I + ++


20.092 1 ... + 
.....

---19, 888 x + .
 + 

19.684 1+ +4 + 
19.480 1 + 0 + 0 + 
19.275 I + + 

19,071 1 + + + 

18.867 1 ++ 0+4+ + 
18.663 To + + 0 4-' 
18.459 10 + + 0


18.255. 1 ++ + + 
18.051 I + + + 
17.847 1 ++ + + 

17,643 1 4+ +4+ 





17.031 I + 

















15.398 1 0 0
S.. . -*----------*---------* ---------- *--------------. ----------------- -­
1.000 3.000 5.000 7.000 9.000 11.00 13.000 15.000 17.001
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DATE = 77250 08/29/30 	 PAGE




2VP (600) 'STATN, NEAR ,MONTH ,DAY ONAX.DNItPPECIP 






REAL RNA,rt. IN 


























































GO 10 EC 






























GO TO IE 00


















































































VS(z) 	 VS(') 
T t =IT. flI$ - (9)
 


















FrTFAN IV CI RELEASE 2.0 tNAIN DATE = 77250 08/29/30 PAG


C THIS SLBROtTNF IS TC SCTED THE 12 MCNTHS CESERVATIONS FOR 
C EACH S1AIICN 
0001 SLBROLIINE SORID( vVYVlN.,VD,VDAX,VNYh ,KSTN1oYPIVPvPIEAR) 
0002 REAL SMI,BM2,BW3,NIV4.BW5,N6,EN7.ENOENSNtBIOEMI1,8MI2,
"48NlBN2,8N3,FN4,P-h5,BN6,tBht%7,Et,8Eb9.E?10,8Nl1l,FN12 
0003 INTEGER DXI(5C).0DX2(50).0X3(50),0X4(50).0X5(50),0X6(50).DX7(50), 
+Dx(SC),DXS(5C),0D1C(5C),0D1(50},0X12(50),Oh%1(50),DN2(50), 
4DNC5C),0N4(5C).DN(50).orO(50),DtN7(50).CN8(50),DNQ(50).,DNIO(50). 
-DNI I(50) .0N12C 50).11,12, 13,14,15,.16@ 17,18 * 19.Ii0,Ii1 I112.YR 1,YR2, 
4"'fR-!'R4,"R'S,)RCNR7'flRP,'RgYFI10.y1 ,YF12,STNISTN2,STN3,STN4 
45TN.S.INeSTN7,SINE, TgS'1I0ST11,STNI2 





0005 INTEGER PIBAR.P2eAP ,r3EARF48SAFSEARP6EAR.P78ARPPSAR 
@PSBAR,PICAR,PI1RARF12AAR 
0006 11=0 










0018 DO IC0 I=,N 
00 is K=VM( I) 









ONI(C [1 )=VDh(I) 
D( I )=CD( ) 
0026 JAN=VM(f) 
0027 YRI=\0i( I) 
0028 STNI=VE(I) 
O29 GO TO ICC 
00300021 e 12=12+1P2(1I2)=\fP(l) v "' 






0026 YR2=V( I) 
0037 SIN2=VS(I) 
00;8 GO TO ICC 
303q 12=12+1 
0040 P-!( 12)=vP( I) 
0041 D:( 12)=VDt'Aq(I) 
0042 DN?( 12)=VDNI N([) 
0043 02 1[3)=VD( I) 






0047 GO TO ICC 














GO TO ICC 










O5( I5)=lD( 1) 
MAY=Vm X) 
YR =\0{ I) 
0064 E1N5== (I) 
00f:5 Go TO ICC 
0066 E 16=1t+1 













0074 Go TO ICC 











'R7= V( II 
5'1NT=z ([) 
0083 GO To ICC 





OXE( IE )=oA ( )
























VR S= \'V( I ) 




GO TO ICC 









PIC(C 1 C )=VP(1)
DxIC( 11C)=%DNA)(T)
ON I C( TI C )=VDNI N( I) 
OIC( I1C)=VD(I)
OC1=VM(I ) 
YRp I =V(( I) 
STNIC=\VS(I.) 


















GO TO ICC 
0120 12 112=112+1 
0121 





























50 FORMAT(2CX,'lHE NCNTHLY NAX,AO Nil' TEMP TABLE'/
@20X, MONIH'.5).'°INA? IEW'PslOXO4NIN TEMP'*IOX,'PRECIP*/
&2CX,E2( '-' ) ) 
CALL OMEAN(D>1.DOI.DIJA.YRI,5ShNIIEIEI)
CALL OMEAN(DX2,N2,D2,FEBYR2.,STN2,12 ,8,EN2)
CALL DNEAN(ODD,03,03,NAR ,YR3 ,STN3 ,T3 .EN3,EN3)
CALL DMEAN(D 4 ,DN4 ,04,APflYP4ASTN4 .14,eN4,EN4)
CALL OMEANCDX5.DN5.D5,AYYR5,ST5.,T5 8Et5,EBN5)
CALL DNEAN(DYe 0%,,DE JLN ,'P6.,5T6 ,16,EN6,EN6)
CALL DMEAN(O .7DN7,D7,JLL.YR7 ,STh? .17.E17,2N7) 
CALL DMEAN(DYEDE8.DE,ALG, P8.SIN8 .18.ENS,EN8)CALL OMEAN(D> Dl g09.SFP ,YR9 STN9 19,130,3E 9)
CALL ONEAN(D>IC,DNIC.D0.CCTYFIOSTNIO I1O.ENIO,BNIO)
CALL OMEAN(D)ll,DNIII011.NCVYFI1.STN11,II1.ENIIOENII) 
CALL OMEAN(0X12,DN12 0 012.DEC YF 12,ST.I2 , 112 .N12,8N 12)
CALL PEAR(PII1,PtBAF) 
CALL PEAR(P2,12,P2OAF) 
CALL PBAR(P3 ,13, BAr) 
' 






014q CALL PEAR(P7,I7,F7TAF) 

0150 CALL PBAR(Pe,Te*FBEAP) 





0153 CALL PEAR(PI1,111P1IAR) 

FCFTRAN IV GI RELEASE 2.0 SOFIND DATE = 77250 08/29/30 PAGE 
0154 
0 1550156 E2 
CALL PEAR(PX2,112,F12BAR) 
WRITE(e,52)SII flRI
FORMA'I(3 ,45'A'IICIN 40*1591 IN 199,12) 
0157 %RITE(E,.E1) JA ,f9MNIB. IF1EAR, 
MFEB ,M2,BN2 .P213AR. 
@MARBWMBN2.P3AAR,
@APR ,2M4,,N4 .P4E3AR. 






@NOV,BMII,BNI ,PI 1BAR, 
0158 
3DECOfM 12BNI2,P12BAR 
51 FORMAT( 2CX,14 ,,Fl2.2,10 .FI0,2IOXJ,) 
0159 RETURN 


























FCFTRAN IV CI RELEASF 2.C NAIN DATE = 77250 08/29/30 PAGE


C THIS SLBROUTINE IS USE IC CALCULATE THE NCNTHLY WAX.MIN TEMP 
0001 SLOROLTINE OPEAN(D) ON*DWCN,YF .srr.r.AXAFYINEAR) 








































DO ICC K=1, 
[F(DZ(K).EQa,9qGC 
SLM=SLMNDZ(K) 
GO Ta ICC 
IC 200 
0009 2CC KNI=KN1*t 
0010 ICC CONTINLE 
0011 RETURN 


















FCFTRAN IV C-1 RELEASE 2.0 A Ih CATE = 77250 OP/29/30 PAGE
















GO TO ICC 
GC IC 200 
0009 2CC ICOLNT=ICOLNT+1 




RITF( t.C)NICCLN.SAT I'YEAF,EF 
30 FOPMAT(3CX,.1OTALA CF C8SEFVATICbS=lI8,/ 
0014 
@3CX.'AOF MISEIhG CBSERoATI[C=tIS,/ 
@30X.'FOR STAIION',t8,4 IN' THE YEAS '.14. 
@' TFE ANNUAL PRECIF IS *, 1) 
RETURN 
0015 DEBLG SLBCHK 
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LEVEL 21.8 ( JUN 74 ) OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE















C - ***o* UDDY h JEUN 
ISN 0002 REAL X(I00,100),T(I100)G(100)




























ISN 0014 100 CONTINUE


TSN 0015 DO 22 =1.M


ISN 0016 READ(S,iO)(X(IJ)9J=I9 N)

ISN 0017 10 FORMAT(.3(F5.29 1X))







....ISN 0020 - 98 FORMAT('1',59X,'TA-LIEN(54662)'/











ISN'0023 9 FORMAT(43X',F10.2SX, F1 .2,SX'FIJ.3)



















ISN -0031 - sUMSO:SljMSQ+X(I;J)**2

ISN 0032 200 CONTINUE


ISN 0033 wRITE (6,105) SUM,SUMSO





[SN.... IS THE N OF OHSERVATIQNS














C TSS IS THE TOTAL SUM SO OF OBSERVATIONS'














































































C NGI IS THE DEGREE OF 
NOMNG=NO-NG


































20 FOPMAT (554,'ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE'/

+50X,'OEGREE OF ',7X,OSUM OF '/















































24 FORMAT(3OX,'STNCE FCAL>FTABSO REJECT THE HYPOTHESE')

600 STOP

IS-O073 
 END

